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Group Purchasing: An Introduction
You’ve heard the term, ‘there’s power in numbers’ and
that is exactly how a Group Purchasing Organisation
works.
All organisations have every day, indirect costs they must
cover simply to keep the business running. These essential
purchase categories include everything from IT equipment
and office supplies, to utilities and telecoms – typically lowpriority areas of spend where SME’s have little negotiating
resource available to secure the best deals...

Group Purchasing is a low risk, effective method of reducing
these business costs by pooling purchasing requirements with
other member companies and aggregating spend to utilise
larger economies of scale to achieve competitive pricing. Cost
reduction may be one of the most compelling reasons to join a
Group Purchasing Organisation, but there are many other
benefits...

Join our Group Purchasing Organisation:
ProSource
ProSource, an arm of the award-winning procurement
consultancy- Procura, is a Group Purchasing
Organisation with members of all sizes and a combined
purchasing power in excess of 20m.
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10 Reasons to: Join a GPO
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Reduce Cost
Group Purchasing Organisations help businesses significantly
reduce the cost of their everyday business overheads and can
quickly have a direct impact on their bottom line. By aggregating
spend across a variety of common categories, GPO’s can leverage
the power of collective buying to offer prices normally only
available to big corporates with large procurement functions.

Strengthen Supply Chain
Group Purchasing Organisations are connected to an abundance
of trusted suppliers for each core category. Through consistent
contact with the suppliers, their business activity and standing in
the market, if any challenges do arise, they are able to transfer
members to another supplier with little hassle, therefore helping
to mitigate supply uncertainty, build a future-proof resilience and
limit any disruption to the workforce.

Free-up Procurement Resources
Becoming a member of a Group
Purchasing Organisation is not just a
‘quick fix’, it effectively acts as an
extension of a members purchasing
department, improving operational
efficiencies by reducing the need for
internal procurement administration and
supplier contract management. This
allows organisations to focus all their
attention on their business as usual
activities.

Typical Spend
Categories GPO's
Target
Office Supplies
Office Furniture
Utilities
IT Equipment &
Consumables
Workwear/PPE
Postage
Telecoms
Marketing &
Promotional Products
Print
Archiving
Shredding
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Save Time
A GPO will take over all the fundamental
steps required to evaluate and transition
to a new supplier and remove all the timeconsuming processes i.e. supplier
research, RFP’s, tenders, supplier
evaluations etc. for core categories.

Assistance with One-off Ordering
Members will have access to all other
categories on the GPO's buying framework.
Therefore, if a member needs to make a
one-off order, chances are their GPO will
have a vetted supplier ready and will be
able to negotiate a good deal alongside
other members ongoing requirements.

ProSource GPO
Process
1. Fast-track joining
process
2. Spend data collection
& cleansing.
3. Spend review and
analysis.
4. Playback of potential
savings
5. Transition to new
suppliers and
implementation.
6. Ongoing monitoring
of suppliers, contracts
and spend.

Customer Service
It's common knowledge that customers who buy more
typically receive better service. Through joining a Group
Purchasing Organisation, the members business
becomes part of a valued customer and suppliers will not
only want to maintain their loyalty, but also the loyalty of
the GPO.

More Supplier Options
When faced with choosing a supplier for core categories, it's
common to choose a big name everyone knows to save time,
but this doesn't necessarily secure the best deals or service.
By joining a GPO, members will have access to vetted, best
value suppliers.
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Help Hit Green Goals
The main motivation for businesses joining a GPO is usually to
reduce costs and resources ploughed into everyday
expenses, but some GPO's can also help members reduce
their ecological footprint. Some GPO's strive to include green
suppliers on their framework and promote companies that
source sustainably and ethically.

Data and Analytics
As a small-medium business, it may be
challenging to gather and analyse
purchasing data. Most GPO's will accept
rough purchase information or invoices,
will sort and cleanse this purchasing data
and be able to visually present savings
and operational opportunities.

Free Spend-Health
Check - ProSource
ProSource offer a free
Spend-Health Check
and will cleanse,
review and analyse
your spend data to
present saving and
operational
opportunities.

Supplier and Spend Monitoring
Probably the most valuable part of joining a Group
Purchasing Organisation - continued monitoring of your
spend and suppliers. GPO's will essentially become an
extension of your purchasing department, acting as an
extra pair of eyes and will monitor your spend and service
from suppliers. Thus eliminating price discrepancies and
improving service and stock availability.

Did you know..
A GPO continually gains new members, and more members =
more purchasing power to negotiate better pricing. Therefore,
while most businesses are being hit with annual price increases
from their suppliers, GPO members usually achieve the same
pricing or less.

ProSource

To learn more about how joining a Group Purchasing
Organisation can help your business or to join ProSource

Contact us.
+44 (0) 2036 937 275
www.procuraconsulting.com/ProSource/
99 Bishopsgate | London | EC2M 3XD

